How to Use Your Results for Change

Whether you were successful or you faced challenges, there's always room to improve decision-making processes about health next time around. The important thing is to use your evidence to motivate that positive change! In Module #5 of the EANNASO/AAI Video Toolkit (the last Module!) you can be sure that no matter the outcome, you can make sure decision-making is even more inclusive of civil society and community groups in the future.
Ooooh – congratulations! You’ve come to the end of the toolkit! Check out the Outro below for a concluding wrap-up of everything you’ve learned from Module #1 through Module #5!

You can watch each Module over again by visiting the Video Gallery on EANNASO’s new website.

Or, you can watch the full toolkit online here: AAI/EANNASO Video Toolkit on How to Influence Decision-Making Processes About Health.

Please feel free to share this toolkit widely with your networks and play it in workshops and meetings.

Warm regards from the EANNASO Secretariat and the Regional Platform Team